
 

Baseball/Softball Draft Rules 
 

 Teams from previous year will be dissolved. 
 A player limit for each team will be determined before the draft begins. This number will be 

determined by the total number of players registered. Where possible, space will be left for late 
registrations. 

 Head coaches will be selected by the recreation coordinator. Return coaches get priority 
pending on sportsmanship performance on previous season. Head coaches can select an 
assistant coach prior to the draft. 

 Only head coaches & verified assistant coaches are allowed at the draft. No players allowed. 
 Draft order will be drawn out of a hat.  
 Players will be drafted in serpentine rounds until all players are drafted. 
 Any player that doesn’t attend placements will be discussed and ranked amongst recreation 

staff and coaches, based off of the following criteria: Rating from previous drafts, knowledge of 
a player’s athletic ability by recreation staff and/or coaches. If there is no prior knowledge, 
players will be drawn out of a hat at end of each respective grade draft and placed on teams. 

 Upper grade players will be drafted first. Lower grade players will be drafted second in reverse 
draft order from older players. (i.e. last pick in upper draft gets first pick from lower grade 
players) 

 Coaches and recreation staff will determine together the top ranked players for each grade. 
Head coach and assistant coach’s children will be drafted in the round where they rank within 
their respective grade. 

 Siblings are the only automatic pick. If they are in the same grade, they will be drafted back-to-
back. If they are in different grades, the younger player will be drafted in the round where they 
rank within their grade.  

 Only the head coach and assistant coach’s children will be guaranteed on the same team. No 
other player will be automatically assigned. (i.e. nieces, nephews, cousins, friends unless coach 
is acting guardian of said player and lives under same household).  

 Any player that appears to be sandbagging or not giving effort in tryouts may be taken out of 
the draft and drawn out of a hat. 

 Any trading of players shall be resolved and negotiated before either coach leaves the draft 
meeting. Both coaches must agree to the trade. Trades must be for same grade only and must 
be equal in nature. Trading of “no shows” will be allowed with league coordinator approval only. 

 Team names/colors will be determined at the end of the draft. New numbers will be pulled out 
of the hat for order.  

 Any player that signs up after draft day will be placed on an available team by the recreation 
coordinator. No requests will be made. 
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